But a draft of the Church committee's final report into considerable detail about transcripts of the tapes and The News has leaked officials became concerned that the agency's methods and sources could be damaged by public detail. "Some leads and other facts" have been withheld from the final report, according to one of the key members of the Church committee, Sen. Richard S. Schweiker, R-Pa.

Schweiker said through a spokesman that the CIA had taped Oswald's conversations with Cuban and Russian embassy personnel in late September and early October, 1963. Concluded on Page 21.

WASHINGTON — The assassination in 1967 of a top Johnson aide, Marvin Watson, who telephoned Assistant FBI Director Deloach on the night of Jan. 21, 1967, raised questions about the extent of any involvement, if it existed, was not detailed. The Watson phone call, followed by a top Johnson aide, led the CIA and intelligence agencies to make certain espionage indications about CIA activities. The comment iterminated in 1967, concluded on Page 21.

WASHINGTON — Intelligence agencies were reviewing the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, according to the Senate facet of the Church committee report released Thursday, that the CIA had been involved in the assassination. The report, which is the latest in a series of examinations of the CIA's role in the assassination, was released Thursday, according to the Senate facet of the Church committee.
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...and sources could be damaged by public disclosure.

LBJ hinted CIA plot in JFK death.